The campaign to decrease smoking is one of the most successful public health efforts supported by the medical profession. Smoking now is banned in virtually all public places in this country. There is, however, one exception where smoking continues in public.

Recently I attended a play and an opera. In both, the performers smoked on stage. The opera was an early, obscure, seldom performed Wagner work. As such it attracted an international audience to the venue in Cooperstown, NY. Perhaps those audience members from countries where smoking is common found nothing strange. I found the multiple frequently lit cigarettes surprising. The play was here in Providence; and multiple characters smoked on stage.

The effort to ban smoking has been successful due to the recognized harm both to smokers themselves and to non-smokers forced to inhale the smoke. But there are even more reasons for actors not to smoke. Actors and singers depend on a healthy larynx for their careers. Smoke is an irritant and directly toxic to the larynx. Why an actor/singer would risk such damage or why a director would ask them to assume such a risk is unknown to me.

I understand very well that the director and performers must do what is needed to achieve their artistic vision unimpeded by outside influence. But smoking on stage is so unhealthy that one might question whether it falls outside the limits of artistic license. In the case of the opera, the characters were smoking to accentuate their “dissolution.” In the play, the characters were smoking to appear “cool.” I believe, however, that the talented artists involved in these productions have sufficient skills and technical expertise to portray their characters as dissolute or cool without smoking. We have been conditioned by the movies from the 40s and 50s to link smoking to many emotions, such as feeling romantic, “cool”, sinister and even “manly.” But remember that John Wayne died of lung cancer. Times change and we need not adhere to previous imagery when doing so is dangerous.

One of the objectives of the campaign against smoking is to prevent children from starting. Advertising directed at children and the sale of cigarettes to children is illegal. The AMA Alliance, the volunteer arm of the American Medical Association, estimates “3,900 children ages 12-17 try their first cigarette every day” in the US. The Alliance has suggested that movies, which contain “gratuitous” or prominent smoking, be rated R.
so children will be less likely to see them. The movie “Incredible Hulk” has been targeted recently as an egregious example of such a movie. While children are not likely to flock to see a rare Wagner opera, many would have seen the theatrical production, as there were educational performances for students. Should parents have been warned that there was a significant amount of smoking, portrayed as desirable? Should parents have been asked for permission to allow their children to see the play? Most children seem to put a lot of time and effort into being “cool.”

Theaters routinely warn audiences when a strobe light is to be used since it may (extremely rarely) cause a seizure in some people prone to them. Movies are rated based on language or behavior that is deemed unacceptable for children. We seem to agree that explicit sexual content and graphic violence are valid criteria to use to restrict access by children. The portrayal of smoking as desirable is no less harmful to children. Smoking is dangerous, with no redeeming individual or social value. Smoking benefits only the tobacco industry.

Censorship of artistic expression is neither desirable nor acceptable and generally not legal in our society. Autonomy to control our lives and actions within the limits of the law is one of our core values. We have learned in many situations, often with difficulty, that autonomy cannot be wisely exercised without adequate facts upon which to base our decisions. There should be warnings to the audience that smoking will occur on stage. Perhaps theater productions should have ratings? Should an independent body monitor the availability of information available to the public about on-stage smoking?

In our “information age” the public should have easy access to information about on stage smoking during performances so that we may make informed decisions about whether we wish to partake or allow our children to partake in the artistic endeavor.
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2008 Tar Wars® Rhode Island Statewide Poster Contest

Held annually in Rhode Island since 1994, the Tar Wars® poster contest brings together fifth-grade students to compete for an all-expenses paid trip to Washington, DC to participate in the National Tar Wars® poster competition. Sponsors for this year’s event were Newport Hospital, the Rhode Island Academy of Family Physicians, the Rhode Island Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the Rhode Island Medical Society.

Judges for the 2008 Tar Wars® Rhode Island Statewide Poster Contest included Dr. Sarah Fessler, President of the Rhode Island Academy of Family Physicians; Dr. Patricia Flanagan, Board Member of the Rhode Island Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics; Barbara Morse Silva, Channel 10 News Health Reporter; Dr. Nick Tsiongas, President of the Rhode Island Medical Society; and Dr. Terry McWilliams, Vice President of Medical Affairs at Newport Hospital.

The winner of the 2008 Tar Wars® Rhode Island Statewide Poster Contest was Margaux Fontaine from The Community School in Cumberland, RI. Margaux, along with her mother, father, and sister, traveled to Washington, DC, in July to represent Rhode Island in the 20th Annual National Tar Wars™ Poster Contest. Margaux won 5th placed honors in the national event.

The second-place winner of the 2008 Tar Wars® Rhode Island poster contest was Robert J. Esposito, III, from R. C. LaPerche School in Smithfield. Anna Sroczynski, from St. Philomena School in Portsmouth, won third place.

Developed by the Academy of Family Physicians in 1988, Tar Wars® teaches critical thinking about tobacco advertising. Each year, roughly 70 RIMS member physicians volunteer their time to go into as many as 51 elementary schools throughout Rhode Island. Physician volunteers are needed for RIMS’ 2009 Tar Wars® program. Please contact Catherine Norton at RIMS for more information. Phone: (401) 528-3286. e-mail: cnorton@rimed.org.